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Millipore Guava HT with plate handler 

protocol for multiplex assays 

 
This protocol contains instruction for setting up a Millipore Guava HT System. If you will be using a different 

system, consult the appropriate protocol in our flow cytometry protocols for multiplex miRNA assays page, or 

contact our Technical Support team at technical@abcam.com.  

For first time use of a system, please follow the cytometer setup/verification. After a system is properly validated, 

those settings can be saved and used for routine assay readout with the method for assay readout. 

Please read this protocol carefully before cytometer operation. Failure to properly set up a system may 

result in unusable data, loss of product or system damage. For more detailed instructions on system 

operation details, please consult the Millipore Guava operation manual. 

Requirements 

 Multiplex Immunoassay Core Kit OR Multiplex miRNA Assay Core Reagent Kit 

 Blade (scalpel or scissors) 

 Pipette and tips 

Cytometer setup/verification (first use only) 

1. If using a Multiplex Immunoassay Core Kit follow the below instructions: 

a. Prepare a 1x Capture Particle Solution according to the Multiplex Immunoassay Core Kit Booklet. 

b. Cut and remove the plate seal from well H12 on the provided filter plate. 

c. Add 75µL of 1x Capture Particles to the well, and apply vacuum using a vacuum manifold to remove 

the buffer from the well. 

d. Add 175µL of Run Buffer to the well. 

2. If using a miRNA Core Reagent Kit follow the below instructions: 

a. Cut/remove the plate seal from well H12 on the provided filter plate. 

b. Add 35µL of Firefly™ Particles to the well, and apply vacuum to remove all liquid from the well. 

c. Add 175µL of Run Buffer to the well 

3. Go to www.abcam.com/FireflyCytometry to download the appropriate Guava settings file. 

4. Open the Guava InCyte software. 

 

 
Important Button Locations in InCyte 
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5. Click worklist editor. 

 

 
Worklist Editor Parameters to Modify 

6. Select your wells to be run. Click acquire wells. Change Events to Acquire to 50,000, Time to Acquire to 90 

seconds, and Mix Sample For to 5 seconds.  All other settings can remain as default.  Wells to be acquired 

will be highlighted in blue as shown above. 

 

Failure to increase event limits may cause low particle yield in analysis. 

 

7. Click run worklist. Select a location and filename for your data. 

8. When prompted, remove the plate lid and load your assay plate with correct orientation, matching well A1 to 

the indicator on the tray. Reload any cleaning tubes as needed.  

 

Failure to correctly align and uncover assay wells may result in flow cell damage. 

 

9. Select analysis method as new and click OK. 

10. When prompted, select an assay well to adjust settings and click retrieve settings. 

11. Select the settings file downloaded in Step 1. 

12. While the machine is adjusting settings, confirm that the event count is increasing and click next within 30 s 

or your sample will be lost. 

13. Click resume to run your test well. 

 

 

Figure Representative Green vs Yellow dotplot 
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14. After scanning/cleaning is complete, export the FCS file. 

15. Download the Firefly™ Analysis Workbench.  

16. Open the Firefly Analysis Workbench and load the FCS file saved in Step 14. When prompted, load the PLX 

file for your particle mix. Once the data loads, check to see if the color of the well is green indicating a 

successful run. 

 

If the quality control score is red, perform a thorough system clean, and repeat this protocol. If the 

score remains low, contact our Technical Support team at technical@abcam.com.  

Assay readout 

Important - only run this protocol after you have calibrated your Guava EasyCyte for particles. This 

protocol assumes a complete assay in 96-well plate format, with particles suspended in run buffer.  

1. Open the Guava InCyte software. 

2. Click Worklist Editor. 

3. Select your wells to be run. Click acquire wells. Change Events to Acquire to 50,000, Time to Acquire to 90 

seconds, and Mix Sample For to 5 seconds.  All other settings can remain as default.  Wells to be acquired 

will be highlighted in blue. 

 

Failure to increase event limits may cause low particle yield in analysis. 

 

4. Click run worklist. Select a location and filename for your data. 

5. When prompted, remove the plate lid and load your assay plate with correct orientation, matching well A1 to 

the indicator on the tray. Reload any cleaning tubes as needed. 

 

Failure to correctly align and uncover assay wells may result in flow cell damage. 

 

6. Select analysis method as new and click OK.  

7. When prompted, select an assay well to adjust settings and click retrieve settings. 

8. Select the settings downloaded from the setup/verification protocol above. 

9. While the machine is adjusting settings, confirm that the event count is increasing and click next within 30 s 

or your sample will be lost. 

10. Click resume to run your assay wells.  

11. After scanning/cleaning, save the FCS file and analyze using the Firefly™ Analysis Workbench. For detailed 

support, see the Firefly Analysis Workbench quick start guide. 

Target Channel Gain Optimization – Multiplex Immunoassay Specific 

1. Click Worklist Editor. 

2. Select the two blank assay wells to be run. Click Acquire this sample.  Change Events to Acquire to 50,000, 

Time to Acquire to 90 seconds, and Mix Sample For to 5 seconds.  All other settings can remain as default. 

 

Failure to increase event limits may cause low particle yield in analysis. 

 

3. Click Run Worklist. Select a location and filename for your data. 

4. Select Analysis Method as New and click OK. 

5. Click Retrieve Settings and select the settings used in the Setup/Verification protocol above. 

6. Click Adjust Settings. 

7. When prompted, remove the plate lid and load your assay plate with correct orientation, matching well A1 to 

the indicator on the tray. Reload any cleaning tubes as needed.  Click OK. 

 

Failure to correctly align and uncover assay wells may result in flow cell damage. 

 

8. Select one of the blank wells in your plate layout.  Select OK. 
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Adjusting Red Gain for Target Background 

 

9. Click the Gain Controls menu.  Please uncheck High Gain for all channels, if present.  Immediately begin 

adjusting the Red-B (Red) gain until the population at the lowest green level (indicated in above right dot plot) 

appears less than 10 in Red-B on a Log axis.  An ideal setting is between 2 and 5 in Red-B on a Log-axis. 

10. Click Next Step once.  Save the gain settings file in the same folder as your experiment. 

11. Click Resume to run the second blank assay well and confirm the optimized gain settings are good.   

12. Save the FCS file for these two blank wells. 

13. Open the Analysis Workbench software and load the FCS file.  When prompted, load the PLX file for your 

Capture Particle Mix. Once the data loads, click on the well and check that the signal magnitudes on the bar 

chart plot are less than 10. 

14. Follow the Assay Readout section from above.  At Step 8 to Retrieve Settings, be sure to select the saved 

settings file from the Target Channel Gain Optimization protocol. 

 


